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ip Challenges
Trustee-x
Sororal Recommendation System
No Evidence of Any
LocalDiscrimination
In a recent letter to three Law.
renoe sorority chapters and their
natiknal offices, the fcrusteefacuKy committee on discrimination
in fraternities and sororities in
dicated to Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Al
pha Theta, and Alpha Delta Pi
that they could be placed on pro
bation by the University at the
trustees’ upcoming spring meet
ing due to alleged discriminatory
practices in the recommendation
systems of their nationals.

D U E TO CUTBACKS IN F E D E R A L expenditures for
domestic programs, Lawrence will receive $80,000 less than
the amount requested and needed for next year, said Char
les A. Judge, assistant dean of men and dircetor of finan
cial aid. Judge suggested that students and their parents
write their congressman to express their feelings about
the reduced allocation of federal funds to the National De
fense Loan program.

Federal Financial Aid
To Be Cut Next Year
By TOM W A R R I N G T O N
The coming academic year will
witness a major reduction in the
allocation of federal funds for
finanejal aid to students attending
institutions of higher learning ac
ross the nation. As a result of this
reduction Lawrence may expect
to receive National Defense Loan
money totalling approximately
$80,000 betow the amount request
ed and needed by the University
for the next year. Lawrence pres
ently receives about $180,000 in
National Defense Loan money,
but, due to the increase in tuition
for tihe 1969-70 school year, the
university administration had ask
ed for increased govenmental
funds for student add.
The cutback is part of the na
tionwide cut in federal expendi
tures upon colleges and universi
ties which stems from the current
administration’s determination to
exercise frugality in its expendi
tures upon domestic programs.
A!i£o, negative public reaction to
recent disturbances on many cam
puses has provided Congress with
what it feels is a legitimate ex
cuse to reduce funds for fiinancial
aid to college students.
Two other federal aid pro
grams, Work Study Program and
Education Opportunity Grant, have
received decreased allocations of
funds, but these cutbacks had
been anticipated and wiil not, in
all probability, bear adverse ef
fects of the reduced National De
fense Loan funds.
The extremely advantageous
provisions of the National Defense
Loan Act include a three percent
interest rate during the repay
ment period and a possible teach
er cancellation of ten percent per
year of teaching (up to fifty per
cent of the loan) should the stu
dent enter the teaching profession.
The reduction of National De
fense Loan funds will necessitate
the employment of two additional
loan programs to compensate for
the paucity of financial aid mon
ey. Both the Guaranteed Loan Pro-

gram and a direct loan from the
University’s loan funds are pos
sible sources for student financial
aid, but neither of these will be
as beneficial to the student as
would a loan from the National
Defense Loan program.
Assistant Dean of Men and Di
rector of Financiad Aid Charles
A. Judge views the expenditure of
money upon the National Defense
Loan fund as the wisest invest
ment that the federal government
could possibly make. He encour
ages both students and their par
ents to write to their congressman
and express their feelings about
the reduced allocation of federal
funds to this vital program.

Deans Explain
Late Admissions
Of Last Year
The administrative staff de
cided late last spring to admit
30 additional freshmen for the
1969-70 school year, said Marshall
B. Hulbert, university vice-presi
dent and acting dean of Law
rence and Downer colleges.
Because of the provision to al
low 30 seniors to live off campus
this year, he said that the uni
versity had to compensate for
danmitory vacancies by recruit
ing a similar number of new stu
dents, starting in April, after the
usual selection procedures had
been completed.
Hulbert said that while some
of the people admitted late might
not have been admitted other
wise, many were well-qualified
students who had not been ac
cepted by their first choice school
or had delayed making applica
tion.
Dean of Men Kenneth R. Venderbush said that the admission
committee “had to deviate from
policy somewhat to fill dormitory
beds,” but that “there was a
reason for taking each person.”

Not on Campus
Edward I. Van Housen, trus
tee spokesman for the committee
and author of the letters to the
sororities, indicated that the ma
jor complaint was not any ac
tual discrimination on this cam
pus, but rather the possibility of
discrimination beyond the con
trol of the local chapter if the
present recommendation policies
are continued.
The trustee letter was the out
come of a long series of events
that have been directed toward
permanently eliminating discrim
ination in the selection proce
dures of all officially recognized
groups on this campus.
The latest chapter in the con
tinuing attempt to oust discrimin.i on began la.*A January when
the faculty committee, headed
by P. Theodore ( loak, professor
of drama, made its annual report
to the entire university. In this
report it was noted that all six
fra'crnities were now in compli
ance with the college’s policy,
and that three sororities were
also in the clear.
In an interview Wednesday
however. Cloak noted, “The com
mittee discovered that three sor
orities. although they had no ob
jectionable constitutional provi
sions still maintained recom
mendation procedures that could
be used in a discriminatory man
ner.”
A Warning
This report resulted in a faculty-'trustee conference which de
cided that action should be taken
since the deadline set in the or
iginal policy had arrived in Sep
tember In deference to those
groups who had made the nec
essary changes, it was decided
that pressure should be put upon
those still not in complete com
pliance. Cloak stated, “In order
to make the university’s position
legally binding, it was necessary
for the trustees to take official
action. The letter under consid
eration here was simply an at
tempt to warn the sororities that
action is imminent, and to give
them a chance to defend them
selves.”
This action, .if consumated,
could have the effect of eventual
ly eliminating these three nation
ally affiliated groups from the
campus because probationary
status forbids all rush activities
and pledging.
Action Indefinite
Van Housen and Cloak empha
sized, however, that trustee ac
tion was still very indefinite and
that satisfactory indication from
the sororities that changes were
coming and that the system at
prtwent was resulting in no dis
crimination would very likely

cause the trustees to withhold planning a personal appeal at the
probation.
board meeting in May.
Van Housen stated that he had
Historically, the present con
already received definite replies troversy is the result of proce
from the Pi Phi and Theta na dures begun in 1964 when the
tionals that indicated a great pos trustees first established the uni
sibility for reform in the near versity policy with regard to dis
future. He also indicated that crimination It reads in part:
this fact, in addition to the great “ (1) Membership in social, aca
amount of work done by the Law demic, or other campus organi
rence chapters in attempting to zations shall be based solely on
reform national rules would individual merit. (2> AH local
cause him to personally recom chapters of national organizations
mend that these two groups not must be in full compliance with
be placed on probation, although this policy by September 30,
1968.”
he could not speak for the board
as a whole
Also at this time the faculty
AD PI
committee on discraninatioin in
The situation of the Alpha Del fraternities and sororities was
ta Pi’s is more confused. The set-up and ondered to report an
general consensus of Cloak, Mor nually to the college on the prog*
ton, and Van Housen seemed to resa being made and to work
be that the sorority was making with the local organizations in
no effort whatsoever to improve eliminating prejudice.
the situation. A past officer of
This entire process was set in
the sorority, however, stated that motion by students in national
the group had total local auton organizations wishing help in
omy in selection procedures, and their attempts to change national
had no recommendation process rules.
which could possibly be objec
Local Cooperation
tionable to the university. She
As Cloak stated, “We have
did admit, however, that tliere been working with this problem
were no Negroes in the national
for a long time, and throughout
anywhere Apparently this was it has been the national organi
the basis of the committee’s deci zations which have caused the
sion to question the sorority's problems. Lawrence students in
selection process.
these groups have worked close
AH three sororities are han ly with the faculty committee
dling the problems with the trus and have labored long and hard
tees through their respective na- within their nationals to make
tr rsal offices. At least one is these changes.”

New Black Studies Courses
Augment ’69-70 Curriculum
APPLETON, WIS..—Four new
courses in black studies will be
added next year to the Lawrence
curriculum. Two each will be
presented by the government and
history departments.
Urban politics, an analysis of
the politics of the contemporary
American metropolis, will be offer
ed by the government depart
ment during term n. Taught
by Lawrence D. Longley, in
structor in government, the course
wiil give special attention to ra
cial tensions in urban areas, the
decline of the big-city machine,
elitist and plurattsts models of
urban power Structiures and met
ropolitan area-wide cooperative in
tegration.
Africa and the Modem World,
an introduction to the social, ec
onomic and political history of
sub-Sahara Africa from the time
of European colonization to the
present, will be offered during
term III. The course wiil be taught
by Marshall B. Hulbert, vice pres
ident and dean of Lawrence and
Downer Colleges.
Two courses in American race
relations, Slavery and Old South
and The Negro Since the Civil
War, will be offered by the lustory department during terms 1
and II respectively. Beginning
with the origins of racial prejudice
and slavery, Slavery and the Old
South will deal with the relation
ship of M'acks and whites in ante
bellum society.

In addition to an examination of
slavery as an institution, atten
tion wiU be given to the abolition
ists and to the causes of the Civ
il War. Using example of Negro

autobiography and literature. The
Negro Since the Clivil War will
trace the blacks’ social and cul
tural Life through Reconstruction,
the era of Jim Crow, the migra
tion to the cities, the civil rights
movement and black militancy.
The courses wlU be tau*£it by Wil
liam Bremer, assistant professor
of history.
Courses relative to black study
currently being offered by the
history department include The
American City as a Historical
Concept; The Origins of the Wel
fare State, 1888-1929, and The
Great Depression, The New Deal
and After. The English depart
ment now offers a study of black
authors in a course entitled Con
temporary American Literature.

Renovation Plan
May Be Dropped
Lawrence (is still a t the bottom
of the government’s list for build
ing aid, and Business Manager
Marwin O. Wirolstad may give up
renovation plans altogether. He
is waiting for the Povolny Com
mittee's report which may recom
mend an increase in off-campus
studies. The resulting decrease in
students here would possibly al
low the closing of one of the old
dormitories. The possibility of
building new dormitories is also
being considered.
WroJstad also explained that
the annual graduation fee of $10
that was billed to the seniors last
month. This fee covers the ex
penses for the diploma, the pro
grams, and other incidentals.

Psych Department To Add
Two Introductory Courses
The Lawrence psychology de
partment has announced a major
re-orientation of its introductory
curriculum with two new basic
courses, Behavioral Processes I
& IL These introductory courses
are an integrated lecture-labora
tory experience in contemporary
psychology.
“ It has become increasingly
apparent that we need to give
the student, particularly the ¿udent going on to graduate study,
a better understanding of the
field," Edwin H. Olson, associate
professor of psychology and de
partment chairman, explained.
“The survey type course," he
added, "because of its breadth
and lack cf opportunity for lab
oratory work, tended to minim
ize psychology’s scientific as
pects. Not only will these two
courses give our majors a more
rigorous exposure to the field’s
scientific side, but they will help
all psychology students gain
greater insight to the scientific

aspects of psychology.’’
The two ten-week courses will
meet for 70 minutes three times
a week with an additional threehour laboratory period one aft
ernoon each week. These two
courses will fulfill the univer
sity’s laboratory science require
ment. Both courses will be re
quired of all majors, while stu
dents not majoring in psychol
ogy can take advanced depart
mental offerings after complet
ing the first term of Behavioral
Processes.
Behavioral Processes I in
cludes such topics as: operant
schedules, discrimination learn
ing, cognitive processes, person
ality theory, said social psychol
ogy. The second half of the twoterm offering, Behavioral Pro
cesses II, includes: information
theory, decision processes, math
ematical modeling, avoidance
learning,
behavioral genetics,
and physiological psychology.

WLFM Restages Annual
Trivia Competition Tonight
Beginning at 10:30 p.m. tonight
and continuing without interrup
tion until Sunday night alt mid
night, WLMF wiM run their
fourth annual Midwest Trivia
Contest. Originated in 1966 on the
closed-circuit AM station, the
contest spread to FM in 1967 and
has grown in popularity ever
since.
TTie contest consists of ques
tions in categories such as old
“ rock” records, old radio and TV
shows, old movies, comic books,
and a few miscellaneous topics
like classical music, sports, and
current “trivial-type” events.
Questions are asked after each
record during the aH-night and
morning hours and on a spot
basis during regular WLFM pro
gramming hours. Points are then
awarded to those groups of per
sons or individuals which call the
station in the allotted time.
Running scores are kept over
the 51 and one-half hours of con
tinuous music and contest. Win
ners are announced Sunday night
in two categories: on-campus, for
Lawrence University associated
groups; and off-campus.
Acting Chairman of this year’s
Trivia Board of Control is Bruce
Iglauer, who follows in the foot
steps of such great trivial muids
as: Rick Walsh <’68>, David
Pfleger (’67», and the Grand
Master, Mr. James B. DeRossotto ('66*. Assisting Iglauer in
question-writing this year are
Chris Atkinson and David Fremon.
Last year Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity was the on-campus
champ, narrowly shading a Trever Hall group. Off-campus lau
rels went to the Institute of Pa
per Chemistry. Plantz Hall ap
pears to have the best chance
of upsetting the Fiji's on-campus
judging from preliminary reports,
VERITIBLrS “LA
TRIVIATA”
The umpteenth annual WLFM
Trivia Contest runs continu
ously from 10:30 tonight to
midnight Sunday, May 2-3-4.
Trivial questions will cover all
media, TV, rock, folk music,
comics, magazines, radio and
other aspects of life. A num
ber of "golden oldies” wfll be
interspersed among hundreds
of new questions. WLFM.^bich
broadcasts on AM (580) and
FM (91.1), has requested ad
ditional people to sign up at
the studios to answer tele-

while ths Fox Valley campus,
Oshkosh Slate, St Narbert, and
several local high schools should
challenge the Institute.
The AM station at 580 kc. and
the FM station at 91.1 me. will
both carry the same questions on
a simulcast basis.

Seniors To Cast
Ballots On Black
Scholarship Fund
On Monday, May 5, the class of
1969 wifi decide in a referendum
whether to establish an Endowed
Scholarship Fund for underprivi
leged students as its class gift
The plan dubbed, "Buck of the
Month Plan” is aimed primarily
at making available financial as
sistance for needy Mack students.
Those seniors who join will ag
ree to give one dollar every
month for five years for a total
of $60.00. At the end of each
month, the accumulated funds will
be invested in a mutual fund, that
realizes 15-20'* annually. Thus,
after five years, the 250 seniors
will amass an estimated total of
nearly $21,000 in .scholarshap mon
ey.
In order for the plan to become
a reai'ity, the majority of the Sen
ior Class must approve; a miniimum of 154 yes-votes are needed
for passage of the plan.
A yes-vote is not a financial
committtnKnt. An affirmative
vote merely registers a senior’s
approval of the existence of the
idea of Ihc fund. It does not com
mit him to Join if he does not cart
to or simply cannot
Although initialTy a class of
1969 project, the Scholarship Fund
will be open to everyone who
might desire to make miscellan
eous contributions. Thus the plan
establishes an insUtution to which
anyone can contribute in support
of underprivileged black students.
The 1969 Class Gift has no con
nection with the Arnold Air So
ciety Raffle proceeds of which
will also go into black scholarship
fund.
Senior voting will be Monday
with fraternity men voting in their
living units and all others at
Downer Food Center during the
noon meal. Ballots may also be
cast by phone or m person at
Plantz in room 321 from 7-12 p m.
Absentee ballots may be procured
from Sue Buesing, Ext. 361.

THROW ING OUT A FIV E Point bonus question, the man with all the questions, and
most of the answers as well, Jack Krill moderates Lawrence’s first annual "Beta Bowl.”
Styled after the popular College Bowl television show, the competition was part of last
week’s Greek Weekend.

IFC Records Show
Eleven Deactivations

NEED

Attention Audiophiles

Since formal rush in January,
fraternity membership has ex
perienced the usual fluctuations
in number, according to Initerfraternity Council records.

Choose from over 100 models
at Pah-low’s, priced from $3.00
to $100.00.

Delta Tau Delta has suffered
seven deactivations, six of whom
are juniors, over the past two
weeks in addition to one recent
depledging The Dalts, however,
have pledged one sophomore
since January.

Pah-low’s

Catalogue discount prices on
all FISHER, HARMON-KARDON, S ONY , KENWOOD,
TEAC, PICKERING, SHURE
and ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
components. See and hear them
in our sound rooms!

Luggage - Leather Goods Gifts
Downtown Appleton

326 W. College Ave. — 3-7525
Across from Sears
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Elsewhere on the quad, Phi
Gamma Delta has had one de
activation. one depledging. and
one pledging.
Phi Delta Theta and Phi Kap
pa Tau have each had one de
activation. and four pledgmgs
over the past two terms. In addi
tion. one freshman pledge has
dropped out of Phi Tau.

Appleton Hi-Fi Center

. . . loaders
in c a m p u s fa sh io n s
fot

fellows

and

^als

Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Phi
Epsilon have each had two deplodgings offset by two pledgings.
The Sig Eps have also lost one
junior active.
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The Military-Industrial Complex
Its Impact Grows

B a ss
W A IN S'

By GUY H ALVERSON

We have Weejuns® brand of moc
casin casuals made only by G. H.
Bass &Co. MaJce GRACE'S your Bass
Weejuns^ headquarters!

“What bathers me is that the
(military - oriented) government
agencies are taking over the de
cisionmaking processes of de
fense firms,” says Murray L.
Weidenbaum head of the eco
nomics department at Washing
ton University in St. Louis.
Options Limited
“Most Pentagon contracts ame
on a ‘take it or Leave it’ basis,”
he says. “They have ‘buy Amer
ica’ clauses and so deny firms
the options of buying imported
materials. Wages and overtime
rates are set by contract. The
companies must even follow the
safety rules promulgated by the
Army Corps of Engineers.”
“ It is this loss of entrepreneur
ship and risk bearing that is of
concern. But the defense com
panies themselves are making
tremendous profits. In a study,
I found that the average return
for a defense plant is about 18
percent of net worth, compared
to about 11 percent for a similar
firm catering to civilian needs.
This was true throughout the
1950’s, and it’s true today,” Pro
fessor Weidenbaum says.
“While I don’t .subscribe to the
view held by many lawmakers
that some kind of ‘conspiracy’
(between the military and indus
trial firms) exists,” says Rep.
Thomas M. Felly (R) of Wash
ington, “I think that there is cer
tainly a basis of fact upon which
the American people should be
concerned
Recent revelations
with regard to the Sentinel mis
sile system indicate that the
military has all along had a care
fully thought out program to
overcome opposition to its sys
tem.”
Influence Spreads
“ Boeing has expanded its non
military production.” he went on,
“until now it’s the world’s larg
est manufacturer of commercial
aircnaft.” says Mr. Felly, whose
Seattle legislative di^rict encom
passes many of the workers at
the giant Boeing plant. “But
when a firm, unlike Boeing, does
the bulk — say up to 90 percent
or more — of its business with
the federal government, maybe
the public should be concerned.”
As many authorities have noted
during the past few years, the
economic influence of key de
fence contractors has become
widely pervasive in certain
areas of the nation. In 1967
alone, the McDonnell Douglas
Corporation (with key plants in
St. Louis and the Santa MonicaIiOng Beach region? of Califor
nia) accounted for more than $2 1
biMion in defense contracts; Gen
eral Dynamics (which in part
manufactures nuclear - powered
attack submarines at Groton.
Conn.. and the new. F -lll fighterbomber aircraft at Fort Worth.
Texas) accounted for more than
$18 billion; Lockheed (which
manufactures the C-5A and the
C-Ml Starlifter aircraft) account
ed for $18 billion in defense con
tracts. Lockheed has plants in
Marietta. Ga.. Burbank, Calif.,
;md Seattle.

FATHER L’HECREl'X
The site of Father John L’Heureux’s po<*try reading has
been changed from the Art
Center to the I'nion Lounge.
The Jesuit poet will still ap
pear at the same time: Friday,
May 2. at 7:30 p.m.

Regions Typified
In fact, in any region of the
nation one can quickly spot the
booming defense industries—the
dozens of computer and eletctronics plants in New England; the
aircraft facilities of New York,
Georgia, California, and Texas;
aerospace firms and shipbuilding
in the Pacific Northwest.
In the Atlanta area alone, some
26,000 employees earn more than
$200 million annually tin wages
from the Lockheed programs.
According to the Pentagon, for
each defen-e worker participat
ing in just the Lockheed C-141
program (not to mention the C5A program), one would have to
multiply by five to measure the
actual number of persons affect
ed. These five people would in
clude butchers, bakers, the neigh
borhood clothing retailer—even
the local school teacher.
Coalitions of Interest
What this pervasive economic
influence means, say many au
thorities, is the establishment o»
powerful “coalitions of interest”
to maintain specific govemmeni
defense programs, whether those
programs are needed or not.
Thus, congressmen become al
lies of giant defense industries,
while unions turn “hawkish" anc.
universities establish “research
ties” to specific plants. “Even
oun local ministers have become
champions of our aviation indus
try .” charges one disgruntled
Fort Worth, Texas, clergyman.
Jam es C. Wright, a popular
Fort Worth congressman, has
openly acknowledged talking to
every civilian and military offi
cial he could to help bag the F111 program for the Fort Worth
division of General Dynamics
back in the early 1960’s. Congres
sional advocacy for the Washingtonrstate-based Boeing Company
was equally intense, he says. And
besides, he notes, it was a m at
ter of employment or unemploy
ment for thousands of workers in
his district.
What’s Good for District—
“A congressman has a dual re
sponsibility to serve his nation
and to serve the economic well
being of his distinct,” the Texas
Democrat says. “So long as he
achieves this in harmony with
the ultimate national good, he’s
fulfilling his job.”
Moreover, thousands of small-to
medium-si zed corporations, espe
cially in the electronics and

computer fields, scramble for
subcontract work on major de
fense programs. It is estimated,
for example, that up to 3,000
firms might participate in the
proposed new ABM program.
Backing the defense industries
and congressional leaders in
seeking defense programs are
the powerful military lobbies, in
cluding the American Legion, the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, the
Association of the United States
Army, the Air Force Association,
and the Navy League.
The Association of the United
States Army, for example, sup
ports the ABM program, and the
Navy League has been repeated
ly vocal in seeking additional nu
clear-powered ships. Many of the
major defense firms, including
General Dynamics, Bell Helicop
ter. and Boeing, employ former
high-ranking officers who have
close contacts in the Pentagon.
Corruption Suspected
In fact, some lawmakers sus
pect that too often “negotiations”
between industry and the defense
agencies over specific contracts
are far from above board. One
Monitor reporter, for example,
was told that a major New Eng
land concern had provided re
peated “gratuities” to certain De
fense Department procurement
people and that whatever the
causal pattern, the firm has be
come virtually the key supplier
of one type of product
And when it is recalled that the
Pentagon spends up to $43 bil
lion a year on procurement, one
quickly grasps the enormous pos
sibilities for malfeasance.
In many areas of the nation,
the local economy would virtual
ly collapse if major defense
procurement were to end.
Consider the case of booming
Fort Worth. Retail sales were
hitting record highs, the town has
a look of heady and obvious
prosperity. And yet, four-fifths of
all industrial manufacturing is
defense related.
“A person can’t intelligently
discuss any major social or pol
itical issue in Fort Worth without
considering General Dynamics or
Bell
(Helicopter
Company),”
says Ralph Estes, a professor of
business at the University of Tex
as, Arlington.
“Their role is just that impor
tant.”
Next: Fort Worth, Texas, a
case study.
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From the Editorial Board

Interclass Living
Having proven highly successful with Lawrence wo
men, the present policy of interclass living should be ex
tended to include male Lawrentians as well.
Integration of the first year men with upperclassmen
holds promise as a means to relieve some of the pressure on
the men’s counseling system, by providing a wider spec
trum of personalities with which the freshmen might in
teract. More importantly, however, juxtaposition of fresh
men sections with sections of upperclassmen could help
avoid the kind of unquestioning circular reinforcement that
Jias proven so detrimental this year.
Interclass living may enhance the academic as well as
,the social atmosphere bv fostering more positive peer group
pressure.
Before rooms are chosen for next year, The Lawrentian
suggests that the appropriate agencies—LUCC and the
jDeans’ Office—consider these advantages ami adopt an
interclass living program, inanitaining the current counsel
ing system, in time for the class of ’73.

Senior Class Gift
On May 5, the Class of 1969 will he presented with the
opportunity to make a concrete contribution to Lawrence’s
developing commitment toward providing greater oppor
tunities for the admission of disadvantaged black students.
W e urge the ratification of the proposed “ Buck of the
Month P la n /’

From the Editor’s Desk
Editor’s Note: The following letter was air mailed to Ed
ward B. Wall on Tuesday April 29.
After considerable reflection and a very provocative con
versation with Mr. Hulbert, I am convinced that I owe you
a personal explanation of the intentions behind The Lawrentian’s lead story of April 25. (Copy enclosed).
Let me say at the outset, that I now feel it was most
unfortunate that you were charged with being solely re
sponsible for an admission program that was formulated
l>v many diverse committee members. Our intent was to
elicit some thought as to the success and effectiveness of
last year’s policy, and not to question or doubt the integ
rity of your motives in advocating that policy. For any
implication or inference to the latter that may have been
drawn from our article, please accept my personal apologies.
This year's freshman class brought with it many com
plex problems that were new to this University. I trust
you will agree with us (aside from individual feelings
toward what this country’s laws on marijuana should or
should not be) that the flagrancv of this most recent sale
could not ethically be ignored. At the same time, we felt
it was important to confront the heretofore virtually un
challenged life styles of a significant segment of the fresh
men men.
We firmly believe that this kind of “confrontation of
ideologies” in an essential element in anv student's educa
tion here; one from which the freshmen cannot be excluded.
Thirdly, because of the relatively large number of peo
ple involved in the transactions and the accompanying
widespread campus cognizance of the activity, we had rea
son to suspect that the Appleton Police Department too
had knowledge of the sale. We felt it preferable to publicly
call the University’s attention to the matter and allow it
to act, rather than suffer the much more serious implica
tions of a police raid.
I hope I have helped to make our position a bit more
clear. I would welcome your comments and insights into
the intricacies of what is a truly multi-faceted problem.
Sincerely,
Kurt Baer

Letters to the Editor . . .
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
The lead article of the April
The Lawrentian distinction of
25th edition of The Lawrentian April 25 between freshman en
delivers what may be viewed as deavors and those of the rest of
the latest in a series of depreca the school, or between “under
tive attacks upon the freshman achievers,” “heads,” and the rest
class. While purporting to report of the school, is massing the point.
the amplication of a freshman in Representing a group of concern
a serious drug scandal, the a r ed freshmen, we feel that the
ticle rapidly degenerates into a distinction is between two con
tirade against the less enviable flicting attitudes toward education
attributes of certain factions of
within the university.
the freshman class, an argument
On one side, the college as an
which can, at best, be viewed as
institution
represents merely a
an unfortunate and immature re
solid
job.
It
is something to go
action to ithe very real problem
which now confronts the Law through to obtain the bank posi
tion or company executive chair,
rence community.
The editorial content of the ar The method of education is to tol
ticle is augmented by the sage erate it, take notes on whatever
observations of several persons the teacher tells you, pass, and
of dubious authority who seem leave.
Hie other attitude treats educa
determined to find a scapegoat
for the freshman problems, be it tion as a way of life, interrelated
the counseling system, Mr. Ed with one’s social life. Facts and
ward B. Wall, or the infamous principles are questioned for their
“East coast Preppies.” Such ac validity, they are not accepted be
cusations and sweeping generali cause the professor says so. The
zations can in no way serve to difference lies in the questions:
alleviate the problems of norv- What? and Why? Certainly the
aoadecnically oriented freshmen dichotomy is not black and white,
and of drug usage, which is by and some classes require the
no means confined to the fresh former attitude. But we are con
man class.
cerned with the consistency of
The need for a positive and this attitude in most facets of the
productive response to the inter university. The Lawrence stu
related social and academic dent’s education ceases when he
shortcomings of the freshman leaves the classroom.
class is apparent, and such a
This is the dichotomy which
response may be realized through some cf the “fucked-un people”
the adoption of a realistic policy in the freshman class have react
cn drugs such as that embodied ed to. One faculty member com
in the proposals of the LUCC mented that Ed Wail aimed his
committee on drugs, which ad
admission policv at the under
vocate the abolishment of cur
and over achievers. The overrent prohibitive legislation and
the establishment of effective achiever excels in the inner mo
therapeutic agencies in conjunc tivation to learn but lacks in
tion with the encouragement of grasping the reasons behind an
peer group pressure as an oper hypothesis, philosophy or method.
ative influence against the use The under-achiiever lacks in moti
vation but is outstanding in throw
of drugs.
While the adoption of the Drug ing himself toward questioning
committee’s recommend a t i o n and personalizing when motiva
may not, admittedly, provide an ted. Education as an institution
ultimate solution to the problem must provide for both these types
of campus drug usage and to as well as the remainder of the
its concomitant social and aca spectrum of persona5!ities.
The problem is that when a
demic manifestations, it will cer
tainly constitute a significant person comes to college, he ex
step up from the morass of ir pects something more of the in
relevant accusations and argu stitution in terms of his educa
ments which has heretofore dom tion. He expects a different form
inated the discussion of this most of education than received in high
relevant of issues.
school. At the start of his college
education the student has a nat
TOM WARRINGTON
ural optimism and motivation that
if taken advantage of, could make
his education more relevant, chal
To the Editor:
lenging, living, and motivating.
In regard to your article o? last
What we are suggesting is that
week which used alleged drug
the education offered at Law-'
sales to slander the freshman
renoe be made more personal and
class, we offer a few thoughts
relevant, and that there be a
and suggestions.
continuity between the social and
First, the Lawrentian shouiid the academic that doesn’t stop
cease to practice high school jour outside the classroom
nalism and report the news rather
What Eld Wall did was present
than editorializing
Lawrence with a challenge. In
Second, Dean Venderbush should the short time he was here, he
stop building animosities by con must have thought that Lawrence
ducting “witch-hunts’* and deliv could meet the challenge and be
ering mass criticism.
come more meaningful, alive,
Third, Mr. James Noble should exciting, and relevant to the indi
refrain from playing the role of vidual throughout his life.
Lawrence’s intellectual RobspiGORDON BAIRD
erre (sic).
BILL BAUER
DAVID HEALY
Fourth, although a “high ad
ministration official” has demon
strated his knowledge of Ameri
can slang, it does not indicate his To the Editor:
supposed maturity and intellect.
The wholesale denunciation of
Fifth, people should not stab the freshman class which appear
Mr. Wall in the back without ed in your front page editorial
was an unfortunate event both
knowledge of all circumstances.
for
Lawrence and The Lawren
Lawrence stifl exists in the age
of the raccoon and gold-fish f a l  tian. The willingness exhibited by
lowing and finds itself wallowing some of Lawrence’s esteemed
juniors, seniors, and faculty to
in a false relevance to the issues
engage
in generalities of the
of 1969
worst form has illustrated some
GREGORY CARROTT '
of Lawrence’s real short comings
ALBERT H. NORWEB, Jr. as an institution of higher learn
BEN PIERSON
ing.

It might be mane appropriate
at this time to ask the students
in the freshman class, many of
whom exhibit outstanding intel
lectual promise, whether they
wish to remain at such an insti
tution.
THOMAS W. BAKER
Assistant Professor of
Psychology

To the Editor:
“The Lawremtian is a potential
source of tremendous power on
thus campus.” This attitude, is
sued by one member of the Law
rentian staff, but shared by many
other staffers, tells me that the
Lawrentian is at least realistic.
The Lawrentian, like any school
paper, has potential power. The
article, “Freshman Male Impli
cated in Colossal Marijuana Sale.”
also had potential. The impact of
news, told straightforwardly and
uncensored, can be forceful. It
sheds light into dark comers,
stirs the weak and uninformed,
and it initiates community re
sponse. Sensationalism accom
plishes a response — a response
that is opposite of that intended
by the author (s).
Hie words of this week’s feature
story were as hollow and weak
as the persons involved in the
authorship. The formula used was
quite simple: take a significant
news item, dress it up with all’
sorts cf other information that
may or may not be relevant, vent
some people’s frustrations in the
form of pot shots, and hope that
it will gain resuits for Lawrence
and the Lawrentian. (I was really
surprised that a recent incident
in “Police Gazette” about a prep
school boy who bit off a girl’s
nose and then sent her to the hos
pital to have it sewn back on was
not induded srr.ee that article
had as much reffevance to m em
bers of the freshman class as
some of the reference in this
week’s feature article.) That the
event concerning the sale of drugs
happened is beyond reproach.
That the cause of this drug usage
is the increased percentage of un
stable (screwed-up) people seems
less clear. That the blame for the
present situation lies with Ed
WalV is about as clear as mudslinging.
Small people usually take the
easy way out; they follow
the path of least resistance. To
bl'ame an individual who has left
accomplished nothing (except per
haps to sooth frustrations of those
left behind). If the present situa
tion of this community is going to
change, then guidance, under
standing. and involvement will
have to be forthcoming from stu
dents and admrndstartors who are
here.
The Lawrentian should learn to
depict news, any news, as it ac
tually happens, analyze the news
in a responsible manner, and show
the relevancy of the news to those
members of the community who
can affect change. A complete
change in personnel controlling
the paper may not be necessary.
Instead, I close with a quick sug
gestion. The Lawrentian rid itself
of the painful echo caused by 'hol
low accusations and contributors
. . . it gives readers a headache.
JAMES SNODGRASS

ARIEL EDITING
Petitions for the position of
Editor of the 1970 “Ariel”
should be submitted to Carol
Middleton, Ormsby Hall, by
Monday, May 12.

JlsttEXi. to tiis. S d ito i...
L etters to the E ditor m ust be typed double-spaced, kept as short at possi
ble and su bm itted to the Laxvrentian office no later than 7 p m . W ed n es
d a y evening. A ll letters thus su bm itted "tind neither libelous nor in bad
taste w ill receive publication. The Laxvrentian reserves the righ t to m ake
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, w ith ou t
changing editorial content. A ll letters m ust be signed but nam es m ay be
w ithheld from publication for sufficient cause.

To the Editor:
We are indeed disappointed
with your front page article
“Freshman Male Implicated in
Colossal Marijuana Safe.” It was
an very poor taste for many rea
sons. Perhaps Jf our philosophical
and distinguished activist and
also our highly placed adminis
trator had gone to a school in
the East they oouUd ait least make
puhlic statements wiith less abu
sive language. As a newspaper
representing Lawrence Univer
sity we are embarrassed with
your behavior in printing these
two inappropriate quotes, and
feel an apology is in order to all
readers of this publication. This
is supposed to be a university
comprised of intelligent people
with some degree of restraint
and taste. As a reflection of this,
this article shows how this lack
of restraint has turned into a
bitter commentary admonishing
the class of 1972 and Mr. Edward
B. Wall.
We ask, “ Why should life styles
be challenged?” It would be
criminal if the university did not
respect the personal life styles
and eccentricities of its students.
The student body does not chal
lenge the life styles of the ad
ministrators. Why should the
Lawrence community perpetuate
a double standard? This is ob
viously an unhealthy situation.
There must be a mutual toler
ance of life styles, any other at
titude breeds contempt.
We hope that Dean Venderbush
isn’t as hasty in other matters
as he is to compartmentalize the
eastern preparatory school stu
dents Even if any or all those
individuals were from the bottom
Vt of their school graduating
classes, it is superficial and too
easy to label this contingency
“ preppies” and place a value
judgment on their characters
and capabilities. The very fact
that this contingency is labeled
“overprivileged - undermotivat
ed” shows a bitterness which is
reflected by many, shows a
group of people who lack toler
ance and will type cast merely
to reinforce their own insecure
characters. We can not apolo
gize for our socio-economic back
grounds, if individuals are judg
ed solely on this criterion, then
again we have a case of super
ficiality. We do not ask that you
like us if you do not choose to
do so, but a request for toler
ance is no more than human.
We are most sorry for the re
marks made about Mr. Edward
B.' Wall. Mr. Wall was not com
pletely responsible for the incom
ing class. Granted he was the Di
rector of Admissions, but he was
not the only vote on the selec
tion committee. Edward B. Wall
is certainly not a “carpetbag
ger.” He is a man of the utmost
integrity, and is highly respected.
To believe that “now Lawrence
is paying for it,” again points to
the bitterness of individuals who
lack the tolerance and grace to
bend with the times. To blame
Mr. Wall for the current situa
tion with the class of 1972 is
an easy escape mechanism, and
it shows a lack of moral convic
tion. Those who are so ready to
complain have done little to rec
tify the situation. They are as
delinquent as those they criti
cize.
As a final note we apologize
to Dr. Nicholas C. Maravolo and
anyone else who holds his opin
ion, if the “dynamic personality”
of this year’s freshman class is
not up “to the level of the soph

omore class.” Perhaps if the
Doctor met some freshmen out
side of his classroom or the
Flantz Hall lobby, he might find
some freshman students more to
has personal liking and dynamic
personality.
In conclusion may we point up
that if the administration had so
much detailed information as to
the kind, amount, and quality of
the drugs being distributed on
campus, why hasn’t anything
been done? It is rather late in
the year for the administration
to assert themselves now as they
have so done. To hold one stu
dent on such charges as describ
ed in this article is immoral.
Who has been the true delin
quent? Who has closed their eyes
to the last six months? This be
havior on the parts of those em
ployed to assert Lawrence Uni
versity policy should be question
ed in equal light as the students
to whom they point. We urge Mr.
Candee and his Staff to send an
apology to Mr. Wall and to their
readers for an article that lacked
both taste and discretion. We
hope The Lawrentian will not de
grade itself and its readers m
this manner again. In full reali
zation of its length, we hope ♦his
letter is printed.
BASIL K. VASILIOU II
JANE ANN TUCKER
W. BRISTOW GANNETT. JR.
LINDSAY KEITH REED
GEORGE S. SWOPE, JR.

To the Editor:
Admittedly drug use increased
grea;ly this year on the Law
rence campus. The article ap
pearing in last week’s Lawrentian
pointed out that this increase
came with the freshman class.
This may be true since the East
has been the seat of rising drug
use for more time than the mid
west and many freshmen were
selected from the Eastern prep
schools by Ed Wall. This is not
to say, however, that drug in
crease was either the fault of
the freshmen or Ed Wall.
Ed Wall was an admissions di
rector who did not believe that
existing criteria for selection of
college students were valid. He
was not unsupported in this be
lief. Hoffman, in “The Tyranny
of Testing,” has shown by statis
tical analysis that the SAT some
times fa3s to separate the most
intelligent from the least intelli
gent. At times, those who score
low on the SAT do so because
they are more thoughtful and
consider more possibilities than
those who score high.
The use of grades as a criteria
for success in college has long
been debated among educators.
Wadi tried to find some criteria
that would be more accurate
predictors of success in college.
In his search he admitted some
freshmen who had low board
scores and low grades. Tlie ar
ticle,
specifically Wittenborg,
stated that Wall had sold Law
rence a bill of goods and that
now Lawrence was paying for it
However, in one short paragraph,
Charles Judge is quoted as say
ing that some of those involved
in drugs would have been admit
ted anyway. The case against
Wall has not been substantiated
since some of those flunking out
and some of those taking drugs
could very well have been admit
ted to Lawrence on past criteria
of high grades and high board
scor^J.

The question now must arose
as to what or who is responsible
for the kind of dangerous use of
drugs prevalent on the Lawrence
campus. A great factor must be
the national trend towards drugs
that The Lawrentian merely men
tioned in passing. The back
ground, both social and political,
from which these freshmen come,
tin general, has been much dif
ferent from the backgrounds en
countered by previous classes.
The draft loomed large over the
lives of their older brothers and
relatives. Eugene McCarthy ap
peared last year. Students be
came politically active; involved
and concerned with crucial social
problems. The need and desire
among freshmen for solutions is
more prevalent in this class than
in previous classes. Unfortunate
ly, the connections between these
vast problems and introductory
courses are difficult to see, espe
cially at the beginning of a col
lege career. The cry for rele
vance becomes louder while the
school does nothing to point out
how certain introductry courses
are basic to understanding con
temporary social problems. This
kind of frustration along with in
creasing drug use across the na
tion in both high schools and col
leges contribute to drug use at
Lawrence. To brand the fresh
man class as “fucked-up” as the
administration and The Lawren
tian have done reinforces all of
the ideas about the intolerance
and lack of understanding of the
establishment and increases the
gap in communications between
the world of the establishment
and those who are taking drugs.
This blatant, almost across-theboard accusation serves to in
crease the number and intensity
of problems that those who take
drugs may be facing. It is the
attitude expressed in The Law
rentian last week that helps to
place freshmen and others in a
position where taking drugs or
even dropping out are very
tempting
DAVID M. SHLAES

To the Editor. . .
To the Editor:
Having read your latest issue,
I am filled with anger and frus
tration. Perhaps Lawrence Is
more backward than is immedi
ately apparent. (If its newspaper
is any indication, this is cer
tainly the case.) Judging from
the editorial and front pages, The
Lawrentian has great disdain for
those segments of the Freshman
Class which it chooses to describe
as “preppies’’ and “heads.” Did
Mr. Candee and staff ever con
template the possibly harmful
effect their watery journalism
might have, or was your present
issue published for the gratifica
tion of upper middle-class par
ents without regard for the re
sponsibility you have as the sole
newspaper on campus?
I suggest that the next time
you choose to lambast an aspect
of minority life you endeavor to
present bath slides of the picture
equally. <I assume that you have
the intellectual maturity if not
the good sense to find the second
side.) If you do not take this up
on yourself, The Lawrentian wiH
find itself confronted with a
rival next fail—a new paper
which will thrive on your reac
tion and which will only begin to
lose its sting when your paper
becomes more objective and re
sponsible
MARK A. R. FACKNITZ

To the Editor:

cess that theirs is impregnable.

The Lawrentian has once again
shown its propensity to elevate
its own opinion, ignore facts, and
implicitly support a punitive, re
pressive judicial system which is
at variance with the concept of
student responsibility and pow
er. This propensity was seen in
the three indictments made by
The Lawrentian concerning the
sale of marijuana in Brokaw
which was reported in the April
25th edition. The indictments
were of Edwand Wall, the coun
seling system, and the freshman
class as a whole.

Generally,
The
Lawrentian
showed its inability to adequately
report and analyze news. This
inability has resulted in a dis
tortion of the facts, the signifi
cance, and the causes for the
presence of drugs on this cam
pus.

It hardly seems necessary to
remind Lawrentiare of the en
thusiasm with which they receiv
ed Edward Wall and the admis
sions policies for which he was
responsible. His appearance on
this campus was received as a
welcome and needed change from
the dead-pan tactics utilized by
previous Admissions Directors.
Nevertheless, The Lawrentian
found itself condemning Mr. Wall
for his admissions work because
it had produced what they term 
ed a freaky freshman class.
This condemnation hardly seems
warranted and indicates the lack
of depth of which The Lawren
tian news analysis is capable Mr.
Wall was at Lawrence two years.
His first product, the class 1971,
has not received any of the criti
cism which has been leveled at
his second product, the class of
1972. There was no evidence over
this two year period that Mr.
Wall’s policies
or attitudes
changed, but in some ways the
products of his work changed.
In condemning Mr. Wall for the
class cf 1972, The Lawrentian is
ignoring the facts—the fact that
Mr. Wall was responsible for two
classes, and the fact that other
colleges may very well have the
same qualitative stratification
wi*hin their classes. The Lawren
tian has not viewed the drug phe
nomenon as a national occura nee which has been building up
for over twenty years and more.
The question may justifiably be
raised as to how one man, Ed
ward Wail, was to isolate Law
rence from this phenomenon.
In its indictment of the coun
seling system for failing to cope
with the presence of various
drugs in the freshman dorms,
The Lawrentian is seemingly
calling for a system of policemen
for freshmen, a system unpar
alleled in upperclass dorms and
inconsistent with any pHea for
student responsibility. It may
very well be that freshman coun
selors are unnecessary, perhaps
even detrimental, in helping to
day’s freshmen adapt to a new
environment, but it goes without
saying that counselors are not to
mold freshmen into persons ideo
logically compatible with this uni
versity. This is too much to ask
of a college student, in addition
to being a violation of the inde
pendence and integrity of stu
dents
The Lawrentian at one point
stated, “There is general agree
ment that high drug use came
to this campus with this class
(1972).” Where this “general
agreement” was obtained would
certainly be worth knowing, for
drug usage is quite widespread
on this campus. It appeared at
Lawrence even before this year’s
seniors. Literature on drugs of all
kinds sites trends which go back
much farther than this year’s
freshman class does. Drug useage did not begin with the class
of 1972 and it will not end with
it. It should be viewed as a so
ciological phenomenon which ap
pears at one time in a different
form than it does at another time.
These different forms are not to
be criticized, for criticism of
them sounds very familiar to
those self-righteous people who
impose their own value system
on others, assuming in the pro

SUE and JIM BARKER

To the Editor:
I found your recent article en
titled “Freshman Male Implicated
In Oo/Jossal Marijuana Sade” ex
tremely disturbing. I found two
aspects particularly offensive.
First, the article as a whole is
another manifestation of what ap
parently is a pervasive conception
among administrators and tiudents. This is the tendency to in
dict an entire class o% specific
individuals for problems whose
perpetrators and perpetuators lie
beyond these individuals.
It seems that the administration
rather than examining its own in
stitutions and policies quickly
places the blame on some myster
ious and outside force, in this
case the pernicious eastern prep
py. I find this type of action ex
tremely authoritarian and danger
ous. The university -is supposedly
instructing its students on equal
ity and responsibility. Is the use
of a scapegoat a lesson in justice
and equality, the avoidance of
self-inquiry and discussion an ex
ample of responsibility9 It is ob
vious that the freshman cfass
does not fit into that unique Law
rence mold But it should be equal
ly obvious that this difficulty is
not the result of obstinate or dis
senting individuals. The prob
lems lie ultimately in the admin
istrative and academic policie*.
These policies are offensive en
ough to make talk of transferring
trite and cynicism a cliche.
Second, I was dubious of the
references to dynamism and ac
tivism These two qualities seem
strangely abstract or at any rate
absent on the Lawrence campus.
Activism at Lawrence seems to
be the appointment of a commit
tee, unless it (its a major problem
such as the appointment g( a
ixresident in which two or is it
three committees are being em
ployed. Dynamism, it would fol
low, would be the chairmanship
of the homecoming committee.
There are no channels open for
important <i. e. academic) change.
Nevertheless, I have seen great
activism in the freshman class
in the form of departure. One will
no doubt wonder why there is no
unified and organized discontent
if there is really something aca
demically amiss and there are
people who realize this. This
could primarily be attributed to
the efforts of the admissions of
fice which strives to obtain en
ough people who feel introductory
courses are inherently divine,
thus removing the possibility of
organized action. Rather than condenmnEdWall or those individuals
who are incompatible with Law
rence, conciliation and compliance
are necessary. Tension and dissent
should produce progress and par
ticipation rather than unchanneled
sarcasm and mass exodus.
BILL BIEDERA^AN

ASSISTANT
HEAD COUNSELORS
Assistant head counselors for
the 1969-70 school year are
Bob MHone for Brokaw Hall
and Tim Meyer for Plants Hall.
The Dean* Office will an
nounce the rest of the freshmen
men's counselors next weefc
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Lawrentians Plan Anti-War Fast, «^
F
Issue Signed Explanatory Statement j Conservatory iLvents
A group of Lawrence students
have announced pflans to hold a
48 hour fast in front of the Chapel
from 5 p.m. on Friday, May 9,
to 5 p.m. Sunday, May 11. Or
ganizers of the fast have en
couraged “everyone, regardless
of convictions . . . to come and
discuss the issue at any hour with
those who are fasting.”
A partial schedule of events in
cludes on Saturday: at 1:30 p.m.
Raymond House poetry reading;
at 3:30 p.m. Free University
course, “ Ethics and Political Ac
tion” taught by Jim Noble and
Mark Bigelow. On Sunday there
will be a Peace Vigil a t 2:00 p.m.
and the first meal’ for those who
fasted a t 5:00 p.m.
The list of discussion partici
pants includes: Edward J. Moody,
instructor in anthropology; Wil
liam S. Boardman, assistant pro
fessor of philosophy; Donald S.
Klinefelter, assistant professor of
religion; and Joseph H. Marchal,
instructor in philosophy.
Literature will be available con
cerning the military-industrial
complex, ROTC, the draft, and
conscientious objection to the war.
Qualified draft counselors will be
present. The tomes indicated are
flexible.
The following statement was
prepared for publication by some
of the principal organizers of
the fast. It does not necessarily
represent the opinion of The Lawrentian’s editorial board.
The city of Appleton and the
Lawrence community have re
mained silent in the face of an
increasingly bloody and futile
war. Like most Americans, we
have tended to accept without
examination the argument that
American involvement is inevit
able and just in any war that
opposes non-democratic forms of
government in foreign countries,
an total disregard of the prin
ciple of national self-determina
tion.
Similarly like most, we seem
oblivious to the need for toler
ance, a concept fundamental to
any society hich is truly demo
cratic. Both the Appleton and
Lawrence communities seem to
have turned their backs on a
growing, self-perpetuating, mili
tary-industrial complex which
neoe.wirily fosters the conditions
k'ading to war and infringes on
tin* constitutional rights of the
individual in the universitnes, in
the cities, especially those with
defense industries, and in the
military itself.
We have chcsen to fast because
at this point it is the only action
open to the communities which
is both non-violent and non-disruptive FOr some it provides
the opportunity for moral abso
lution. It is intended to foster
discussion, to focus our thoughts
on the war, to demonstrate the
existence of a concerned com
munity, and to sway the public
will.

We cannot understand how in
dividuals acting collectively can
be moral killers while a single
individual acting thus is plainly
recognized and condemned as a
murderer. If being moral and
taking a stand are un-American
or are inconsistent with the life
patterns cf either community,
Appleton or Lawrence, let it be
so.
Please come if you can, for
however long; we need your re
actions. In the long run, we hope
it will promote the cause of
peace and greater community
understanding of that goal.
We cannot be silent.
<Below are the signatures of
those who have committed them
selves to fasting for the full 48
hours.)
Peter Aschoff
William Boardman
Denny Burt
Scott Carlson
Eleanor Cruze
Charles M. Graham
Christopher Grikscheit
Andrew M. Hansen
Thomas H. Herman
Susan J. Hesse
Libby Hutchinson
Mark Keller
Lawrence Kupferman
James Lace
Ken Mclntire
Madeleine McKenna
Bradley Q. MacDonald
Mike Matheson
Rich Milne
Robert H. Milone
James Murray
James Noble
T. Christopher Phillips
G. Pientka
Thomas Radloff
J. Samuel Ray
Judy Schwaemle
Daniel R. Shaughnessy
T. James Snodgrass
Chip Stegman
Ben Stott
Kirby Tirk
Jon Tittle
Saf Tolley
Steven M. Tower
Dave Toycen
Anthony Vaughan
Nick Waugh
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Music Workshop

Instrumental Music

‘Conservatory Dean L aVahn
Maesch is one cf 11 music lead
ers named to the faculty of a 17th
annual church music workshop to
be held at Boys Town, Neb., from
August 10 through 22.

Flutist Diane Kern, a conserv
atory junior, will be the featured
performer in a program of instnanerotal music set for 3 p.m.,
Tuesday, May 6 in Harper Hall.
She will be assisted by d'airinetist Patricia McBroom, also a jun
ior
Miss Kern and Schleis will open
the recital with Brdccetti’s “Son
ata for Flute and Piano ” The
fiuitist will be heard later with
harpsichordist David Johnson and
cellist Martha Wiilbur in “Sonate”
by Jean-Marie LeClair.
Miss McBroom will be highlight
ed in “Suite” by Halsey Stevens
and “Three Pieces,” Op. 83, by
Max Bruch Appearing with her
will be pianists David Vamum
and Pamela Gere, and violist
Mary Scholz.

Theme of the workshop is “Mu
sic in Worship: An Adventure in
the Contribution of the Arts to
Ecumenism.” The course of study
is open to lay and church musi
cians. Programs wiil concern
Jewish, Roman Catholic, Greek
Orthodox and Protestant Worship
music.

Jacobson Recital
Pianist Allan Jacobson, a new
member cf the Conservatory fac
ulty, will make his recital debut
at 4 p.m., Sunday, May 4 in Har
per Half.
His program will include “ Prel
ude and Fugue in A Minor,” WTC,
Book II, by J. S. Bach; “Sonata
Op. 110. in A-Flat Major,” by
Beethoven; “Sonata No. 2” (1943),
by Norman Dello Joio; and “Noc
turne, Op. 27, No. 1, in C-Sharp
Minor.” and “Ballade, Op. 38, in
F Major,” by Chopin.

F-A-S-T
processing
Large selection of Portable
Tape Recorders
Kodachrome and Kodacolor.
Two Day Service!
Black and White, brought in
by 9 a.m. ready same day.
Largest selection of qual
ity cameras in the area.

Senior Recital
Carolyn Leppla will present her
tenor piano recital at 8:00 p.m.
Monday, May 5, in Harper Hall.
Her program will include works
by Scarlatti, Schumann, Brahms
and Kabalevsky.
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ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.
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ST U D E N T S
Use Our COMPLETE Facilities
W A LK -U P TELLER SERVICE
9 a.m . - 10 a.m .

3 p.m . - 5 pm .

F IR S T ,
OP A P P L ■ T O N

MemlSer F.D.I.C

o n o i—

O O O E

LADIES’ and MEN’S
Men’s T E N N I S and BASKETBALL SHOES

JUNIOR WOMEN COUNSELORS 1969-70
Ann Baumgarten
Nancy Chapel
Cathy Farley
Elizabeth Griffin
Jeanne Gross
Suzanne Gruenhagen
Nancy Houston
Janet Huehl
Marvis Knospe
Barb Kreher
Kathy Mayer
Ann Niebling

Judy Nowack
Nancy Paulu
Carol Ring
Bernie Singley
Barb Taylor
Pam Tibbetts
Marilyn Thompson
Gail Toycen
ALTERNATE
Kathy Conway
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SHOE REPAIRING

I

WESTERN BOOTS

p
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Ruffouts - Brushed Pigskin - Water Repellent

Jerry Lyman Shoe Service
309 W. College Ave.

|

Across from Penney’s & Sears
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Suggested Mother's Day Gifts
Oustanding Fiction and Non-Fiction, Selected Cookbooks,
Bibles, Prayer Books, and a Complete Selection of
MOTHER’S DAY GREETING CARDS at

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805

231 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wi*.

LET IIS SERVE «OIR

YELLOW CAB
3-4444

CONVO
Thomas E. Wenzlau, profes
sor of economics, will address
the Mortar Board Convocation
to be held at 11:10 on Thurs
day, May 8 in the Chapel.
There will be tapping of new
Mortar Board members and
tappings of freshmen to Slg*
ma and of sophomores to Pi
Sigma, both underclass honor
ary fraternities. Hie convo is
not required, but students may
receive credit for attending.

DATE CHANGE
The Community Research
and Study Seminar will ran
from June 16 to August 7, 1969.

Like the ‘Perils of Pauline*
Vike Batmen Keep Rolling
By RUSS BIRKOS
Like <iie Penis of Pauline, the
Lawrence baseball season con
tinues to unfold week after week
of tfvrillls and surprises. You’ll
remember in our last epwode the
Vikes had won two straight ball
games after a plague of losses
had threatened to ruin the heroes’
season.
However, the team pulls itself
together in the face of disaster
and sweeps a doubleheader from
Beloit, 14-7 and 19-a But no soon
er had the Vikes tasted the sweet
ness of victory than they take
the field against the St Norbert
Knights and come away on the
short end of a 14-2 score.
Despite their off againon

again antics, the Vikes played
their best baseball of the year
against Beloit. Jon Tittle started
for Lawrence and was holding a
tight 4-2 lead until the sixth when
the Bucs exploded for four rum
to take the lead and knock Tittte
out. But in a near miraculous
se\ nth inning the Vikes rzAted
for ten runs as everyone jotoed in
the fun of Lawrence’s biggest
unning of the year. Jeff Renter
came on in the seventh and gave
up one run before fimwhmg off
Beloit for the third straight win
Run Explosion
The Vikes jumped an
fat
Beloit pitching in the second
game to put together their fcrgest run total of the year. Bob
Townsend was breezing along on
the mound until tlie sixth when
once again Beloit woke up. The
Bucs scored three in the sixth
and added four in the final frame
to ruin Townsend’s effort. It w£«
the biggest day at the plate for
Lawrence. The 23 hits they col
lected in the second game set a
new school record.
The Vikes scored first in the
first inning agams* S t Norbert
on Randy Merza’s single which
brought in Rog Hildebrand, but
after that it should have rained.
R eiser started and was rocked
for five runs in the bottom of
the first. The right hander set
tled down after this but the de
fense wouldn't Jet him off the
hook. Seven Lawrence errors ac
counted for most of the other
runs and ReiSter gave way to
Dave Spear in the seventh. Mer
za’s first inning single was the
last Viking hit until the seventh
when the offense put together a
token rally which netted one run.

Y o u c a n s a y a n y th in g
y o u w a n t a b o u t th e
u w ld .

Y o u c a n s a y it's b e y o n d h e lp . T h a t n u tn is m o r e

e v i l t h a n g o o d . T h a t y o u n e v e r a s k e d f o r th e i v o r l d y o u
g o t . A n d y o u c o u ld b e r i g h t . Y o u c a n s a y a n y t h i n g y o u
w a n t a b o u t th e P e a c e C o r p s . T h a t i t s’ j u s t d o - g o o d e r s .
T h a t i t d o e s n 't h e lp p e a c e . T h a t i t h a s n ' t m a d e a n y d i f 
fe r e n c e . T h e

P e a c e C o r p s i s n ’t

d is a g r e e in g . T h a t ' s n o t

w h a t i t ' s a b o u t . T h e P e a c e C m p s d o e s n 't s h o u t , " C o m e
m a k e p e a c e ." P e a c e d o e s n 't c o m e t h a t e a s i l y . I t ' s m o r e o J a
s e p a r a te p e a c e . M a y b e y o u r s . N o b a n n e r s . N o b a n d s . N o
m e d a ls . T h e P e a c e C o r p s m ig h t b e f o r y o u i f y o u c o u ld
e n jo y f e e d in g c h ild r e n . O r r e p a ir in g a
in g

tr a c to r . O r te a c h 

b i r t h c o n tr o l. O r b u i l d i n g a s c h o o lh o u s e . E v e n i f n o

o n e e n d s u p u s in g i t . ( D o n ' t t h i n k i t h a s n ’t h a p p e n e d .)
T h e P e a c e C o r p s h a s n o d e lu s io n s o f g r a n d e u r . A s k a n y 
o n e w h o 's I x e n

in

i t . B u t th e r e a r e e n o u g h p e o p le w h o

c o m e o u t o f th e P e a c e C o r p s w i t h

t h i n g s th e y 'v e le a r n e d

th e y c a n ’t f o r g e t . G o o d t h i n g s . T h e r e a r e m o r e w a y s t h a n
y o u c a n f i n d to h e lp th e w o r l d . T h e P e a c e C o r p s i s j u s t
tm e w a y . I t ' s f o r s o m e o n e w h o m u I d r a t h e r d o s o m e th in g .
A n y th in g .

I n s te a d o f n o th in g .

I t c o u ld b e y o u r w a y .

W r i t e T h e P e a c e C o r p s , W a s h in g to n , D . C . 2 0 5 2 5 .
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ADVERTISING CONTRIBUTED TOR THE PUBLIC OOOO

Ole Doubleheader
This weekend the Vikes travel
to Northfield to face division
leader St. Oiaf in a “m ust” doublehuader. The Vikes are due to
play the type of ball they have
hinted at ail season and if they
can put hitting pitching and cen
ter fielders together in one game
they should give the Otes a run
for the division title.

Ripon Downs
Frosh Tennis
The 1969 tennis squad coached
by J. Bruce Brackenridge, pro
fessor of physics, and consisting
of Craig Kuenndng, Kevin Phil
lips, Joe Lipari, Chris Phillips,
Tom Jenkins, and John Yunker
has tremendous possibilities. As
of yet, however, it appears that
the squad had not molded itself
to its full potential.
This last Wednesday the fresh
men team lost their first match
of the year to arch rival Ripon
by the score of 6-3. This loss rep
resented the first loss a freshmen
team has had in the last five
years.
Broken Rackets
Hie team went into the match
too confident and as a result won
only three of nine matches. The
tempo of the match can be in
dicated by the fact that two
tennis rackets were broken by the
Vikes.
The first four singles piaytrs
and two doubles teams each sirffered losses. The only victors of
the afternoon for Lawrenoe were
Tom Jenkins and John Yunker.
Both won their singles and then
paired together to take a doubles
match.
The next freshmen match is
against this same Ripon team at
home on Wednesday, April 30.

Netmen Tally 17th Win,
Down 3 MWC Foes
The Lawrence tennis team won
two important matches beating
both S i Olaf and Carleton 6-3,
with a good afternoon crowd
watching a t the Fox Cities Ten
nis Center. The Vikes defeated
previously unbeaten Ripen on
Wednesday 7-2 for consecutive
victory number 17.
Tom Vanderhyden led the team
with a successful weekend beat
ing Carbon (C) 64, 6-2 and Sehn
(I) 6-1, 6-1. Tom varied his shots
weU with topepin and underspin,
besides hitting the lines with the
best accuracy be has shown all
yean Dave Hoizworlh took ad
vantage of his quickness to com
pletely cover the net beating
Amundsen (0) 11-9, 6-3 and Takashi 6-2, 6-2.
Dave Frasch was simply outhit and outsteadied by Olaf’s
Hahn, losing 6-2, 6-3 and had
trouble with the topspin forehand
and two-hand backhand of Carleton’s Bracken who won 5-7, 6-2,
6-4. Pailf Croake lost his ihythf
against Muus (0) when the Olie
went to a slow game losing 3-6,
64, 6-1 and was outlasted in a
long, tiring match where he lo^
to Lee (C> 6-4, 3-6. 6-3.
Davo Simmons easily won both
his matches with his consistent
ground strokes and a deadly
southpaw slice service winning
6-1, 6-2 and 6-0, 6-2. Jim Simmons
split hrs matches faltering 2-6,
6-4, 6-2 to Isaacson <0> and com
ing back to beat Seifert <C) 6-3,
6-2.
In doubles play the slow rub

berized surface of the indoor
courts made it necessary for the
Vikes to change tactics. Their
normal power game was not as
effective as spin and placement.
The steady team of CarlsonAmundsen (0) wore down Van
derhyden-Hdzworth with good
lobs and tireless retrieving of al
most certain put-away shots be
fore losing to the Vikes 6-4, 5-7,
6-3. Stehn-Brachen (C) were
quickly beaten 6-2, 6-1 in the aft
ernoon contest
Sirrwnom-Frasch had no trou
ble beating Hahn-Muus (0) 6-2,
6-4 but tost ad their offensive
against Carleton falling 7-5, 6-3 to
Takas hi - Brachen. Oroake-Simmoni blew Olaf’s Anderson-Isaac
son right off the court 6-1, 6-1.
Against Carleton Mueller-Depersio substituted and won 6-3, 13-11
after Croake withdrew because of
exhaustion suffered from his sin
gles match.
This Fridav and Saturday the
Vike fans will get to see some
of the finest players in the state
battle for the Lawrence Invita
tional championship. The teams
that will compete are Carroll,
Carthage. Concordia, Lakeland,
Lawrence, Marquette, Milton.
Milwaukee Technical College,
Northland, and Ripon.
It will also set the stage for
a rematch between Ripon’s Janakowskri and Vike’s Vanderhyden
who lost his only match this year
to Janakowski last Wednesday.
Singles will be played Friday,
with the doubles on Saturday.

Thinclads Record Now 5-0',
New Mark Set In 440 Relay
Tha Lawrence trackmen have
extended their record to 5-0 via
winning two triangular meets last
week. On Wednesday the thinclaos topped the field of Law
rence, Michigan Tech., and Lake
land College 90-75-15. On Satur
day, in the meet involving Law
rence, Oshkosh, and Stevens
Point the Vikes emerged victori
ous by one point, 64-63-54.
In the triangular between Law
rence, Oshkosh, and Stevens
Point three field records were
set, two by Oshkosih and one by
Lawrence.
Oshkosh set field
records in the 440 intermediate
hurdles with a 56.3 and the three
mile run at 14:55.8.
Lawrence's 440 relay team of
Frodeson, Leslie, Miller, and
Messmam took the race at a 42.9
clip and set both the field and
Lawrence records.
In both meets it was a team
effort with everyone pulling his
weight as Lawrence took a tetall
of 21 firsts, none seconds, 8
thirds, and 6 fourths. The sig
nificance of these figures lies in
the high number of first places.
Tri-captain Ron Messman won
the 100 and 220 yard dashes in
both meets with times of 9.8 and
21.66. He also anchors both the
440 and mile relay teams, which
took three firsts and one second
altogether.
Contributing as heavily as
Messman was sophomore Mark
Frodeson who had firsts four
times in the long jump and tri
ple jump a t distances of 22 2”
and 45’3V4” . To supplement this
he netted two seconds in the
100, a third in the 220, and ran
lead-off m an on the record set
ting 440 relay team.
Senior hurdler Jim Leslie took
one first and one second in both
the 120 high hurdles and 440 in
term ediate hurdles; he is also a
member of the 440 relay team.
Weaghtman Lance Alwin scored
a double victory Saturday in the

discus and shot-put with heaves

of 138’ and 48’2 V . Earlier in the
week he had a third and a fourth
in the same events.
Rick Miller is the fourth mem
ber of the 440 relay team. He also
runs the 440 and 220 yard dash
es. Other contributors are Andy
Gilbert in the high-jump, Tony
Cruze-Uribe and Dave Scott in
the 880, both under the two min
ute mark. John Negley and Lar
ry Binspahr in the pole vault at
12*6” , Randy Smith in the mile
and three mile, and Byrd Miller
in the javelin.
Today the team is at Cornell
to run a dual meet, tomorrow
they will be at the Beflait Relays
at Beloit. Tuesday the Vikes will
run against Carroll College at
3:00 at Whiting field.

W I T H HI S E X P E R T BACKHAND, junior Tom Vanderhyden led the Vikings in vic
tories over St. Olaf and Carleton last weekend anti Ripon Wednesday. T he victories ran
the Viking record to 17-0 for the past two years, and set the stage for the Lawrence
Invitational Championship this weekend.

Sailors Take Third
In WISÂ Regatta
Last weekend Dave P alii an and
Jim Rosenbaum went to Milwau
kee to participate in the first of
two
Wisconsin
Intercollegiate
Sailing Association (WISA) re
gattas. The regatta was sponsor
ed by the Milwaukee Journal,
and the next one on May 24 will
be sponsored by the Schütz Brew
ing Company. These regattas are
sailed out of Milwaukee Yacht
Club in International 210’s.
Pallian and Rosenbaum placed
third out of four schools, the
other participants being White
water, Marquette, and Oshkosh.
Lawrence and Oshkosh will co
ho-t the Bathke Club Regatta this
weekend at the Neenah Yacht
Club. Some of the other schools
participating will be Marquette
and Purdue. The regatta will be
sailed in X-boats, the 16-foot
sloops used in sailing classes.
SAILORS
Sailing class only on Sunday
for people who didn’t sail Sun
day, the 20th. All instructors
for credit come, all for pay,
don’t come.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CALENDAR.
Friday, May 2
Film Classics — “Phantom of
the Opera” and "B rats,”
Stans bury, 7:30 p.m.
English Department Poetry
Reading—Father John L’Heureaux, Ait Center, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 3
Tennis — 10-team Invitational,
doubles, 9 a m .
King Ned's Coronation
Film Classics — ‘ Son of the
Sheik’’ and ‘‘The Cure,”
Stans bury, 7:30 p.m.
All-School spring party-^sponsored by Phi Delta Theta,
Delta Tau Delta, Beta Theta
Pi, Kappa Alpha Theta, Del
ta Gamma, PS Beta Phi; Fennings, 8 pjm-1 a.m.
Sunday, May 4
Faculty recital — Allen Jacob
son, pianist; Harper, 4 p.m.
Film Classics — ' Steamboat
Bill, J r.” and “ Entr’acte,”
Stansbury, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, May 5
Women draw numbers for room
choosing—Class of 1970: 11
a.m.-l pjn.; Class of 1971:
3:30-5:30 p.m.
Senior piano recital — Carolyn
Leppla, Harper, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 6
Women draw numbers for room

choosing—Class of 1972: 11
a m -1 p.m.; Class of 1970:
3:30-5:30 p.m.
Golf — St. Norbert, 1 p.m.
Junior recital — Diane Kern,
flute, with Patricia McBroom, clarinet; Harper, 3
pm
Track — Carroll College, Whit
ing Field, 3 p.m.
Phi Beta Kappa lecture —
Prof. Minoo Adenwalla on
“Conflict and Conciliation in
an Opposition Party,” Ait
Center, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 7
Women choose rooms—Class of
1971: 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship
—Youngchild 166, 7 p.m.
Thursday, May 8
Mortar Board — Mace Tapping
— “Farewell Address;” by
Dr. Thomas Wenzlau; Chapel,
11:10 a.m.
Women choose rooms—Class of
1972: 3:30-5:30 p m
COMMENCEMENT TICKETS
Please return any Commen
cement tickets you will not
use to the Box Office in the
Conservatory. Seniors wishing
additional tickets should phone
or visit the Box Office, leaving
their name and the number of
tickets needed. If there are any
questions, call BUI Robertson,
ext. 307.

FOR A QUIET PLACE TO STUDY
TRY

Sam m y’s PIZZA Place
Come and See Our

WINDOW ON THE WORLD

BOB’S BARBER SHOP
Open Monday and Friday Nights ’til 8 p.m.,
Closed all day Saturday
Third Floor Zuelke Building
Call 4-6300

